
SHOOT, JUMP, EAT at The Burge
TO SUPPORT THE SEAL FUTURE FOUNDATION

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 2, 2022
The Burge Club

44 Jeff Cook Road Mansfield, GA 30055

11:30PM: REGISTRATION + LUNCH

12:30PM: JUMP DEMONSTRATION

1:30PM RANGES + JUMP TICKETS

4PM DINNER & AUCTION

For more information on the SFF, visit sealff.org
Please email events@sealff.org with any SPECIFIC questions

INAUGURAL ATLANTA FUNDRAISER

Clay Marksmen 
& Sporting EVENT

INDIVIDUAL TICKET $1,000

SILVER SPONSOR $5,000

GOLD SPONSOR $10,000

PLATINUM SPONSOR $15,000

Register at: sealff.org/2022atlantaevent



TOTAL MEMBERSHIP

2497

PILLARS & PROGRAMS

HEALTH

CAREER & 
EDUCATION

COMMUNITY

83%
of 2021 demand at 
the  mid year mark

917
Unique treatments 

delivered

16
Emergency responses

84
SEALs active in 

Executive Coaching 
Program

$74K
Awarded for 

certifications or test 
prep

$84K
In educational 
scholarships

427
SEALs on newly 

launched community 
app

$99K
In special support 

grants given

20
Community FOB 

events

The mission of the SEAL Future Foundation 
is to provide Navy SEALs a foundation that 
supports their well-being, education, and 
career to continue a life of service within 
their communities.

ACTIVE, RETIRED, OR SEPARATED NAVY SEALS



BUT SOME THINGS CAN 
BE HARD TO QUANTIFY

“Although my phone call to him was probably frantic and disheveled in nature, he 
fielded that call with kindness, patience, helpfulness, relatability, non-judgment, and 
a tremendous amount of knowledge. “I will help you, brother,” he said. And I knew 

that he meant it. “

“I would have never said out loud what I said to you, and honestly still 
sugar-coated some things out of embarrassment -- which highlights how hard it is 

to break through to guys and get them to say what they are experiencing and 
feeling out loud. It is important for you guys to know and be reminded of the 

amazing work and organization you are building”

“The SFF is the reason my marriage has stayed intact. Transition is tough, and 
through their support I got the help I needed, the mentors that guided me, and 

the opportunities that have allowed me to be successful.”

“The SEAL Future Foundation supported and guided me through my time of 
uncertainty. While preparing to start a new chapter in my life, the SFF listened and 

tailored a plan suited to fit my needs. Through their network, resources, and 
engagements, I found solace in my decision and acted. Thank you SFF.”


